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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

DRIFIRE® Releases the DRIFIRE® FR Storm System and the DRIFIRE® FR Contact Glove 
 

Cleveland, OH December 13, 2018 –  The team at DRIFIRE® announces the launch of the DRIFIRE® Storm 

System and DRIFIRE® FR Contact Glove.  

The DRIFIRE Storm Jacket and Storm Pant feature GORE-TEX® PYRAD® technology, keeping you 

protected from the elements in a waterproof, windproof and breathable FR system. Ultra-lightweight, 

the DRIFIRE Storm System meets the demands of extreme temperatures: breathability in hottest of 

desert or tropical climates and crack-resistant in severe cold. Sealed waterproof seams keep the water 

from penetrating the system while the gear moves sweat away from the wearer.  

The DRIFIRE FR Contact Glove leads with the breathable, moisture wicking power of FORTREX FR fabric 

and a hex grip palm and fingers for optimized contact.  Featuring breathable, moisture wicking 

FORTREX® FR fabric, the FR – flame resistance - is inherent; it won’t wash out – and won’t melt or drip. 

The ultimate in contact durability, DRIFIRE’s FR Contact Glove has leather reinforcements at the touch 

areas and weapons manipulation surfaces for a second skin feel with an enhanced Berry compliant FR 

hex grip on the palm.  

See these innovative technologies from DRIFIRE at SHOT Show, booth 32309 and in the New Product 

Showcase.  

About DRIFIRE: 
 

DRIFIRE® was Born on the Battlefield™ to provide soldiers with high performance, moisture wicking gear 

with flame resistance in the brutal desert climate. DRIFIRE’s inherent flame resistance will not wash out, 

melt or drip, and our advanced moisture management technology is used by top athletic brands – both 

of which keep men and women safe and comfortable in the field.  Used by men and women in the U.S. 

Armed Forces and internationally, we’re proud to say our gear was Born on the Battlefield.   

 
 


